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ON S T A T.I 0 N A R Y S T RAT E G I E S 

by 

Jan van der Wal 

Abstract 

This paper deals with total reward Markov decision processes with c01)ntable 

state space and extends various results on (nearly-)optimal stationary stra

tegies. Strauch proved that if the rewards 'are nonpositive and the action 

space is finite then an optimal stationary strategy exists~ For the case of 

nonnegative rewards Ornstein proved the existence of a stationary strategy f 

which is uniformly nearly-optimal in the multiplicative sense: v(f) ~'(1 - e:}v*'. 

Van der Wal showed that if the action space is finite then for each initial 

state a stationary nearly-optimal strategy exists. These partial results are 

connected and extended in the following theorem. If in each state where the 

value is nonpositive a conserving action exists then there exists a stationary 

strategy f which is uniformly nearly optimal in the following sense: 

*' *' *' v(f) ~ v - e:u. ~. where u is the value of the problem if only the positive 

rewards are counted. 

Further the following result is established: if an optimal strategy exists 

then also an optimal stationary.strategy exists. This generalizes results of 

Strauch and Ornstein for the negative and positive dynamic programming cases 

respectively. 
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1., Introduction: 

Consider a Markov decision process (MOP) with countable state space S and ar

bitrary action: space A.,. with a a-field A containing all one-point. sets. If b. 

state i E S action a E A is taken two things happen: a (possibly negative) 

immediate. reward r(i"a) is earned and thlt system moves to a new state j, j E S, 

with probability p(i"a.D,. whltx:e rJ p(i,a,.j) • 1. Thlt functions x:(i,a) and 

p(it-a,.i) ax:e assumed to bit a measurable in a .. 

One may distinguish thx:ee, Sitts of strategies, namaly the Sltt IT of all (possibly 

randomized and history dependent) strategies satisfying the usual measurability 

conditions,. the set M of all nonrandomized ~Markov strategies and the set F of 

all nonrandomized stationary strategiltS. So F c M cIT. The elements o( F will 

be called policies and aX:1t treated as functions oli S. 

Fox: each strategy v € IT and each initial state i € S we. define in the usual 

way a probability measure P . on (5 x A)· and a stochastic process 
~,.v . 

{(Xu,An), 11. - 0,.1,.2, .••.• J where Xn denotes the state of the system. at time n 

and Aft., the ac~on' chosen: at time. II. Expeceations. with respect eo P. will be 
.. 1. .. 11' 

denoted. by It. .. . ~,.v 

Now we can define the: eoeal expeceed reward when, the proc.ess starts in i I! S 

and straeegy 11' E IT is used 

CD 

(1 .. 1) v(i,.,...) :- E • r r(X,A.) , 
1.,11" n:o n n 

whenevex: thlt expec.tation at the right hand side is well-defined. To guarantee 

this the following assumption will be made. 

Condition 1: For all i € S and all 11' E IT 

CD 

u(i,1I') :- It . l r+(X,A) < eo ,. 
1 t 1l" n-O n n 

where 

r+(i,a) :- max{O, r(i,a)}, i E S ,a EA. 
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This condition allows: us" to interchange expectation and summation in (1.1) 

and. implie.s 

( 1 • .4-) 

The value of the total reward MOP is defined by 

(1 •. 5) v:*{i) :- sup v(i,1I') ~ 
nII 

Further we denote the value of the: MDP where the negative rewards are neglected 

* by u. " sa 

(1.6) u" (i) :- sup u(i,,1I') • 
1I'"£lI 

If the argument i corresponding to the stat.e; is deleted the function on S is 

meant.. So for example v(11') and. v*' are the fUnctions with i-th coordinat.e v(i,1I'") 

and. v*(i) respect.ively. Often.. these functions will be t.reated. as columnveC!tors. 

It is useful to have: the following notat.ions. Let f be any policy then the 

immediate reward. function ref) ancrthe transition probability function P(f), which 

will be: treated. as a columnvector. and. a matrix. respectively, are defined by 

(t •. 1) r(fHi) :- r(i,f(i»,. i E: S 

(l.8) P(f)(i,j) :- p(i,f(i),j) , i,j E: S • 
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On suitable subsets of functions on S we define the operators L(f) and U by 

(t .. l(}) 

L(f)v - ref) + P(f)v 

U-v - sup L(f)v .. 
f~l" 

Van Hae [1978J has· shown that: Condition implies u *" < co (i •. e. u *'(i) < co for 

all i ~ S"h whence also v*" < CD, and further that . 

(t .. 11) v*(i) - sup v(i~w) • 
wdt 

Ornat:ein: (1969J proved that. if all 1:ewa1:ds· are nonnegative then for each £ > 0 
. 

a stationuy strategy f exists satisfying 

(1 •. 12) *" vef) ~ (I - elv .. 

strauch (1966] showed that: if 1:(i,a) ~ 0 for all i e: S, a e: A and if A is 

finite then an optimal stationary st1:ategy exists,. i.e .. an f e: F with 

(1 .. 13) v(f) 

this result has been generalized by Hordijk (1974, Theorem 6.3.c]: if v* ~ 0 

and. if f' is a conserving po 1icy, i. e. 

(1.14) 

then 

* *" ref) + P(f)v - v , 

v(f) *" 
- v • 
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Van der Wa1 C1981,. Theorem: 2.22J proved that if A is finite then 

0 .. t5) v.1t-(i) - sup v.(i"f) II' 

fd'-

wh~ the: conditiou A is. flntte can. be weakened to any other condition guaran~ 

teeing the\ existence of an. optima! statio'l1&ry strategy for the MOP with re

wards. r-(i,a:) with r-(i,a) :- mn{O, r(i,.a)}. 

One of the two main results in this paper is the following theor~which con-

nects: the· petia:l re~ults: mentioned above. 

Theorem. 1.1. If in each. s<tate i E: S for which v*'(L) so 0 a conserving action 

exists (cf .. 0 .. 14» then. for each & > 0 a s<tationary strategy f exists satis.-

(1 •. 16) 
.. 1t-

vefl ~ v - eu 

So in the positive: and the negative dynamic programming cases this theorem 

yie:lds the results of Ornstein,. Strauch and Hordijk. And in the case of both 

pos.itive- and negative rewards it generalizes the result of Van der Wal to 

uniform. nearly optimality .. 

Our second result is the following. 

Theorem. 1.2. If an optimal strategy exists then also an optimal stationary 

strategy exiats. 

This theorem. extends results of Strauch [1966, Theorem. 8.3] and Ornstein 

[1969,. Proposition B] to the case of both positive and negative immediate 

rewards.. 
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,I' 

'.the organisation of the: paper is as· follows. !he next section gives a brief 

outline of the proof of !heorem 1.1. !hen in the 5ections. 3 - 6 various 

parts. of the proof will be worked out. Pinally in Section 7 the proof of 

!heorea 1.,2 is'given .. 

2... Outline: o.f the~ proof 

In this se:c::tion the proof of' !heorem 1.1 will be sketched .. Therefore we first 

split up the state space S into the subsets S- :- {i ~ s I v*'(i) S;' O} and , 

s:l- :_ {i ~ s I v*'(i) > O} • In the firS't part of the proof (Section 3) in .each 

state i ~ S;- an arbitrary conserving action is fixed and. it is shown that the 

value of this restricted: MOP is the same as the value of the original MOP. 

As a result of this one can: embed,. having fixed conserving actions on S:-, the 

MDP' on. $. thus obtaining an. MDP with strictly positive value function .. 

!he next step- in the proof (Se:c::tion 4) is. to cons.ider an MDP with v* > 0 bue 

positive as, well as, negative immediate rewards., For such an MOP we construet 

a modified MDP with immediate- rewards. r(i"a) and. transition probabilities 

p(i,a,J) as follows:-

(2 .. 1) 

(i) if r(i"a) ~ 0 then r(i,a) :- r(i,a) and p(i,a,j) :- p(i"a,j) 

(ii) if r(i,a) < 0 and r(i,a) + Lj p(i,a,.j)v*(j) ~ 0 then 

(iii) 

r(i,.a) :- 0 and. 
_ ~ . r(i"a) • Lk p(i,.a,k)v*(k) 
p(l.,.I1',.J):-. *' p(i,.a,j) 

.Lk p(i,a,k)v (k) 

if r(i,a) < 0 and r(i,a) • r. p(i,a,j)v*O) < 0 then 
J 

r(i,a) :- r(i,a) + r. p(i,a,j)v*(j) and p(i,a,j) :- 0 • 
J . 
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So in this modified MDl' one ''bottOWS' from' the future" if the immediate reward 

ia neg~tive but never more th~ to pay the immediate loss and also not more 

then possible" and the traDSition. p.robabilities are- adapted accordingly. 

It will be show: that this modified MDP has the same va.lue as the origina.1 ona 

(wittt ~ > 0') and. that in: each 8,tate i all actions, for which ~(i"a) < a 

(case (iii» can ba e1iminatea without affecting, the value of the MDP. This 

wa.y we o,bt&in a pos,ieive- dynamic programming problem. Using Oms'teins re-

su1t we- have for each It ;. 0 the. existence of a stationary s,trategy f satisfy-

ing 

(2 .. 2): 
.. 

~(l-e}v 

(tildes are- used for the modified MDP)., 

Th&n.,. in Section, 5,.. it will be shown: that a stationary strategy f satisfying: 

(2.3:) .. -1 *' v(f) ~ v - itO - eLl u. • 

This proves Theorem 1. I for pas'i ti ve valued MDP' s. 

In Section. 6 the proof is- ~ended to the case that S- is nonempty. 

3.. On' S- conserving actions are enough 

In this, section we prove the following result. 

Theorem 3 .. 1. Let f be any conserving policy on S-, Le. 

* *' -ref) + P(f)v - v on S • 
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tet fUl:1:her Irf denote the set of all strategies in II which. on S- act accor

ding: to f ... then 

SUp' v{i ,,:/I~) - v'" (x) for' all i e S. 
1V~IIf 

(SO restricting. to' f on S.,- d'Oes: not affect the value of the MDP·) .. 

I1t order that this theorem holds one certainly needs the. following lemma. 

tet the stoppiug time T be the time of the first switch fr01ll S- to S· or vice 

versa::-

_{ifia< S·- then inf{n in e S+} 

(3.1) T(iO"i1 ". .. ., .... ) 
s+ then inf{n s-} . if ia e; i E 

1% 

. for all ft"f2;' .••.• ~ e 5:, and where. inf Wl· :- <lit • 

(At: this time we only use that 't" is the first exit time on S-,. the ampler 

definition. is for later use) •. 

Lemma l •. 2. tat f b& any conserving policy on S-. Then 

(3 ... 2) E. f [Tt r(X,A) + v*' (X )] - V *( i) 
1.,. n-O n. 11 't" 

-for all i e S , 

where 

(Note that if v*' (i) > 0 an. equality like (3 •. 2) need not: hold as in the posi-

tive d.ynamic programming ease conserving actions need. not be optimal.) 
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Proof.. The ezpress-,ion at: the lut. hand s,ide: of (3.,2) is clearly equal to ehe, 

total. axpe,c;ted re.ward for the Markov 1',roce&s on S,- with rewa.rds' r(i,.a) and 

1:l:ans:.iLtion 1'robeilities< p(i"a.,.j) duined. by 

f(i"al' :- r(f,.a) ..r .. p{i"Il!"j)v*(j) t, i It 'J
Ie$, 

-p,{f..,.,a.,J:) ::- p·(f..,.&tj)" £,.j £ S' .. 

(IIL order to have the. eraus;itioa probabilities add up to 1 we could adc:!- au 

extra obsorbing state where: no more returns' are obtained; we will not do this 

explicitly. ) 

Fen:"" the. MOP ,with 8'tate space S; duined: by (3.3) we: have" since f is. conser-

~ .... *' *' ref} .. !'(f)v - v •. 

where 

-i e S 

Clearly v*' < a (we: only eon-aider'( S-) and v(f) ~, v*'. But also v(f) is. the lar

gest nonpos,itive solution of ;(f) .. P{f)v - v (see e .. g: .. Van der Wal C198l, 

iJ¥< .. .. ... 0 
'theorem 2. • .181), hence' v(f) ~ v ... So v(f} • v t wtu.ch proves the lemma. 
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thE!' next step in thE!' proof of Theorem 3.1 is. the- construction of a strategy 

1r E II! (i.e .. using f on S-) which is nearly optimal. 

Let 'It (u)" It - 1 ,,2:,. ~ ... ,.. be. a strategy satisfying 

(Clearly such a s·trategy exists within: II but not necessarily within M.) Then 

also 

fo:"-a11 k - 1,,2:,. ..... and all i E S+-•. 

• - + Now: let 'II" be the strategy which on S acts according to, f and. on S uses 

strategy 'I'f{k) during the k-th sta.y in S+-,. pretending the: process to restart 

at, the time: of the It.-th entry to: st .. Then: '11'*' satisfies. the following lemma. 

*' .". Lemma 3 .. 1. v('II") ~ V - S"e: .. 

Proof .. '.to prove: this we introducE!' the following. notations. Define the func

tions. b (1r(k» on S+- and cT{f) on S- by 
. T 

T-l 
b. (1 .. __ (k» ~_..,. ~ .... ("V. A) 

T .," ~ &.. (k)· L. .. An' n " 
1.,'11' n-O 

-r-l 
c: (i,.f) :- E. ": f r rOt,A.) , 

T . l:.,. n-O n n 

+, 
i E S 
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Further define the: trans~:i.tion probability matrices Q-r(v(k» from. 5+ to S- and 

R-r(f) from. S- to, S+ by 

. ~('Ir(k):){i,.i) - p. (k.) (-r < -" X-r - j), i E S~,. j; E S:"" 
1.,:" 

'lhen: we have 

(3~.4) 
(k) (k).... -k + 

b (orr' ) + Q (rr )v ~ v' - e2 e on S , 
-r -r 

.... 
where: e is the- unit function on S' " and. by Lemma 3.2 

Now- dafine. on S .... (suppressing. the dependence on v*') 

Va ::- 0 

v t : .• b-c(1r(l) ... Q./v(l)C-r(f) 

• . 

where the transition (sub)probability matrix PonS'" is defined by 
"C,.n 

n ... 1,,2,.. •.• • 
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.*' -n. ;tv.+-P tV -eZ e-n-I 't",.I1-

*,-1 -n. *' 
~ ••• ;t v - e[Z + ••• + Z ]e > v - £e • 

Clearly v It c.O'IlVerg.s· to VeT*) if D: tends to ~ " so if lim sup P-r ,11 v * S e, then. 
. .~., 

*) *' + . . ha S+ h v(1fc ~ V - ee: ott S; • To prove: thl.s: observe: t ton· we ave 

sinc:e: T :it 1 and for a fixed strategy the sum. of the positive rewards from time 

u onwa.:rds tends to (l if 11 t.ends to co... Also 

(J: .. 7) 

So' from. (3 .. 6) and (3 • .1) we: have on S+ 
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Let' i ~ S- then 

*' - v: (i), - e: .. 
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'This comple·tes the proo,f of the leIlllIl.a:. 

Since in Lemma 3 • .3 e: > 0 can: be' chosen arbitrarily Lemma 3 •. 3 also proves 

Theorem. 3,",1., 

o 

N"Qte that: as a consequence of Theorem. 3.1' we can fix some arbitrary conser

vin&- pO'Iic.y on S - and; then embed the· MOP on S+.. The, embedded MOP' on S+ then.: 

has. a strictly po's.itive value function. 

4 •. P(Jsitive valued MOP's 

In this- section we consider an MOP with s-trictly positive value: v*'(i) > 0 

for all i ~ So. !t will be- shown that transformation (2 •. 1) yields a new MOP 

with the same v:alue function and essentially only actions with nonnegative 

immediate rewards· .. 

All objects in the transformed MOP will be labeled by a ,.. • 
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-. 
PrOQ£", F"irs.t it will be s.hawn. that v ~ v 

where the first inequaUty can. be found in Sch&l [1975,. Formula (2.5) Janet 

the second one is: iDmedis.te from v* > 0.. Remains to show that: v* ~ ~ .. 

It fo-tlews from: (t .11) that it' suffices· to p.rove that: fO'l!' all 11' e M wa have 

--v(:r:) ~ v('It) .. 

Let: 'It EM be an. arbitrary Mar~ strategy" then 'It can be characterized by the 

policies to be followed at each timE!':; 11' ., (fO,fl' ••• ). Let d(f) be the fUIlc

t:ion defined by 

.. * d(f) - v - L(f)v ,. 

SOl d(f) ;!!: 0 .. Then wa hava for the' n~period reward vn ('It) (saa (1.4» 
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-
(4-.t) V

tt
(1l') - Lefa)L(fl ) ••• L(fn_1)O -

Similarly 

-Sine. p{f» ~. P;(f) for all f wa have from (4.1) and. (4.2) 

wheaee: also 

,\, l_ed b-6 h" 1" * ""*,. 1 he f f h 1 ",'s: retnar& CJ.ore. t1S l.ll1p .1e:S· v S v wb1ch camp eteS' t . proo 0 t eemma. 

o 

Nut we want to show that thiS', modified MDP can be reduced to an MDP with non-

negative ~ediate rewards: only. 
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Lemma 4. .. 2' •. Let If+ be the set of all strategies which use. only actions f.or 

which. r(i"a:) I!: o. Then 

- ... sup. v.(:'Ir.} -... .. 
ftII ... 

r .. e .. ,. we can eHmina:te in each. state: i I! S' all thos'a actions for which. 

r(i,.a:) < 0: without affecting the value. 

Proot! .. Let If e M be an: arbitrary Markov strategy_ tat further f be some policy 

with. ref) ~ 0 •. (Since v* > 0 such a policy uis.ts •. ) Now consider the strategy 

;: whicbc is; the fo-llowing; combination of 11' and f. In words:: play 11' until you 

first reach a state' where 1r prescribes an action for which the immediate 

""-reward'" is negative;:. in&tead of taking this aetion youc switch to f and you 

polq e ~ ever after .. Clearly ;(f} I!: a,. so this switch yields you a better 

lienee: 

- *' suP ... v(1r) <:: sup v(11') - v 
RIt 1rEIf 

- -- *' Clearly v.(1r) ~ v for all 1r. which completes the proof of the lemma. 0 

Now in each state all actions yielding negative immediate payoffs can be eli

mnated which gives us a positive dynamic programming problem. So by Ornsteins 

result we obtain the following corollary. 
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Corollary 4.3:. l!or each e > 0, a: policy f exists such that 

;(f) ~ (1 - s.)v* 

5> .. N'eartroptima:lity £01:" the: po&±tive: valued; MDP' 

The main: resu:lt of this: section' is, the following theorem. 

Theorem. 5.,1", Suppose we have an MDP' w.ith v* > a and let f satisfy ref) ~ a and 

- . * v(f) ~ (r - e-)v .. Then 

(5..1) 1t: .-1' * v(f) ~ v - e(l - e) u .. 

This theorem extends Ornsteins result and already establishes, Theorem 1.1 for 

In. order to prove: this. theorem we need twa: lemmas.. The main. toaL in our ap-

proach is, the cancept of the soealled stationary randomized and action depen-
\ 

dent go' ahead function as: used in Van Nunen en Stidham [I9811 and Van der Wal 

(1981" Chapter !J. 

This: gives us a differen,t view upon the d'atatransformation (2. I) • 

Let 0 be a go-ahead function: on S: x A with 

O:(i,.fti» - 1 

(5.2) 

o (i,.f(i» -

if r(i"f(i» ~ a 

r(i"f(i» + t. p(i.f(i),j)v*(j) 
J 

ti p{i,.E(i) ,j)v* (D 

So p(i"f.(i) ,j) - o(i,f(i»p.(i,.f(i) ,j). 

if r(i,f (i» < a . 
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Smce, we' are, on:ly interested in the.: Markov process where policy f is used it 

suffices, hare to defina 0 for the policy f. The idea of this go-ahaad function 

i.S! that if i.n a: s.t:ate' an action is taken with negative immediate reward:. than 

with pa:obab£1.ity 1 - &. tlle p1:o<:as:s~ stops, after the' next transition anci. with 

pre&abili:c.y 0 the p.roc:e:ss: c:ontinues... Let T &: be the- tfma upon which the pro'cess, 

is. stopped.. (A:. tIlCI).:-8.! foJ:tDall introd'uc:tion of go~ad fUnc-tiona:. and stopp;ing 

times can be.: foun.d: in Van Nunan an S,tidham (1981] and Van dar' Wal [198l}.:) 

Now define the reward functions, r; efl and r; (,f) by 

and: the operator LaCf} by-

Then we have 
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(Sinc.e $topping: occurS' to cover up the negative immediate rewards one has 

Ptlr1:her" sinee T & ~ 1:,. (d .. the: p:roof' of Lemma 4.24 in Van der Wal [1981J) 

(5;.5) v(f) ., l.im, L~(f)O " 
~ 

Ry (5 .. 4) wa have 

Fl:orat (5..s,) and (50"6:) one sees that in order to prove (5.1) it suffices· to 

proge: that: 

(5.n 
.., 
r Ptl.Cf)'v* s (1 - £.) -J u* .. 

n.-Q' 0 

, -It w-
as: then clearly 1'& (f)v.' • 0 (n. ... ) .. 

T"o, prOV& this we need. the- following lemma. 
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co' 

u(f) - E, ~(f)r;(f) • 
0.-0' 

-

- zo -

~ It' *' -1 * L.. P: .r;(f)v s (1 - s) u", 
11.-0: u. 

Proof. u.(f) s u.* and by (5.3) and (5.4) a,1so. r;(f) ~ (1 - e)v* • 

So 

As remarked! befor6!! this:, proves Theorem: 5. 1 • 

6:.. P'raof of: Theorem: 1 .. l 

Pinally we s.how hov the proof of Theorem. 5.1 can be extended to Theorem 1.1. 

So we start with sQIIle arbitra't'Y countable state MOP for which in all states 

*' with v (i) s 0 a conserving: action. exists·. Now fix a conserving action in 

ea.eh state in. s. -... As shown. in Section 3 this does not affect the value of the 

MOP .. Next: we embed the MOP' on S+ thus obtaining an MOP with strictly positive 

value. function~ For tng, MOP' apply Theorem 5· .. 1 •. Purther it is; clear that the 

u; *' function of the ariginal MOP (on S+) is. larger than or equal to the. u *' 

of the embedded.. MOP'. So a pal icy which is· conserving on S - and satisfies 

(5.1) for the embedded MOP' also satisfies (5.1) for the original MOP. This 

+ completes the argument for S • 

o 
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New: cons.fd.er S:- ... Let f be:. some policy which is.- conserving, on, S- and: satis,-

~ -fies. ,( 1 .16) on S .. then for any i e: S 

.". ~-t+ .,,] It ~ f' u. (X ) :s; E' ',.f r, r (X ~A ) ~ u (X ) 
1:.,. 't 1. n.-o n: n T 

And: this cOI.'iJ.P'lete$ the: p.roof of theorem' 1 .. 1 .. 

T.. Proof: of: theoreal:' t .. 2 

~ sect:fon: shows: that the: line of proof of 'theorem: 1 .. 1 yields almost 

immediately al:.so lSi proof for 'theorem; 1.2 .. 

first the. proof is given for the case' that all actions are c~serl7ing. At 

the end of this secdou it: will be shown that if an optimal strategy exists 

the: MOP fs equivalent with' an. MOP' with only conserving actionS'. 

As all actions are: conserving we: can fix again actions on S- withou.t affec.

ting, the value, embed the MOP' on. S+"" and transform this positive valued. MOP 

to an MOP with, nonnegatiVe immediate rewards. In this MOP all actions are 

Siall conserving. Then Propo&itiou B, in Ornstein [1969] states that even an 

optimal stationary s:trategy existsr (One may easily show that in the posi

tive: d'ynamic programming case a stationary strategy f satisfying v(f) ~ ov* 
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wi.1:h & > 0' is aU:so optimal .. ) $>- by Theorem· 5 .. .1 au optimal stationuy stra

tegy exists, in any pos:itive: v&1.ued: MOP'., Finally it is immediate: from.. 

S'eetiou; & t:hat. this. ~ combined with the- fixed actions on S- ia. opti

mal Eor. the orlg:&.a.l MDF.. This; eOlD.'p,lete& the p;roof of Theorem: 1.2 for the 

TO' cOIllp"l,ete: the: pcoof we: will s~ tba:t if an oytimal stratgy exists then 

the: action: set in each state' can be: restricted to the set of conserving 

actions without affecting the V'SIIue: O'f the MOP' (or the existence· of au op-

-.. -) .... ( ) *' A·_..1· 1 ' (i) b t:f:me.U; ,strate.... Let. 'If' e rr be QPt1ma,l,. 1.. e.. V 'If' ' - V •. Awl. et 'If' 8-' a: 

raaaomizedl MarkoT strategy, baving the: same: m.arg:inat dis:trfbutions. for 

imit:iat.. SUIte i as the- op.ti.Dra1 s<trategy 11' •. FUrther let 'Ir~i)(j) be the: 

~ect ac:.t:iom p:J:esc:rlbed: by ,..(£). f£ at tfme. t: the syS<tem:: is; in st:at&: h 

llefme A~(i} to.. be t:he:set of con:serving actions, in state: i,. so 

'thEm;; l!'1.. _ (Xt: .. n > 0 implies: P' ~ (A.
t 

€ A (j). I X
t 

,. j) - 1 so "'t(i) (J) 
,." 1,.11'" c: 

yieldisl with probability 1 a consuv.ing action., 

c:!,. (l)(") .' .. h b bil'~ ... C')·' ~mce: -U::aL, appcnnts. W'l.t . pro. a ',' l.ty 1 a conse!:V1ng, actl.on Ac 1., 1a. 

nonempty for a.ll i.. Pt13:t:her if J!.. (X - i) > 0 then 1f,Ci) (j) induce:s a 
1.~~ t 

ramfomized action on. A.e(J). So, ,..(£)- induces a strategy ;(i) which us.es con-

semng. actions only .. (rf P ~ (Xt: - j) - 0 the:n ;Ci) (j) can be chosen to 
1..1r t 

be: an.y C'ouserving action £rOUt A (j).) And this' strategy ;(i) has with 
c 

probabili.t.y J the same m.a.rgin.a.l dis.tributions,. so' v(i,,;(i» • v* (i). So 

l:utrie:t:ing the' ac.tion sets, to the conserving- actions does not affect the 

value which completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
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